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GPS u inverse model results
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The inversions of  GPS u alone estimate > 10 mm/yr of  
slip along the entire northern pathway. Along portions of  
the northern pathway where the inversions of  forward 
model generated u struggled to recover the forward model 
slip distribution, the GPS u inversion estimates significant 
amounts of  sinistral slip. Coupled with the large dextral 
slip estimates along nearby faults, this indicates that the 
GPS u alone struggles to resolve the deep slip rate 
distribution along the northern pathway. 
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σdev + u inverse model results
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normalized σdev inverse model results
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SHmax orientation from 
focal mechanisms. The 
color of  the circle 
represents the 
uncertainty of  SHmax 
direction - range of  
SHmax reported from 
the 1000 bootstrap 
inversions. 
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Because we derive the σdev from the focal 
mechanisms, we assess the impact of  using the 
forward model σdev tensors and removing the σdev 
magnitude on the inverse model performance. We 
normalize the forward model σdev to the focal mechanism 
deviatoric principal stresses. 

The second invariants of  horizontal σdev tensors. The 
range of  values from the model capture spatial 
variations of  fault loading rates that are not captured 
in the focal mechanism inversions.

We perform completeness analysis and 
decluster the Yang et al. focal mechanism 
catalog containing events from 1981 - 2019 
(excluding >5.0 M eq and associated after 
shocks). This process leaves >5000 focal 
mechanisms for the anlaysis.

Focal mechanisms within 7.5 km from the 44 
prescribed coordinates where stress 
information can inform subsurface slip from 
groups. We use MSATSI to derive the 
deviatoric stress tensors from the 44 groups of  
focal mechanisms. 
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Misfit = 1.7 mm/yr

inverse model 
input Misfit per element
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σ
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The joint inversion of  u and σ recovers the 
foward model deep slip rate distribution 
better than the individual inversions. 
Elements with the largest misfit are within 5 
km of  the locking depth or located along the 
northern pathway.
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Inverse Model Results
Strike-slip Rate (mm/yr)

The inversion smoothing 
produces a more broad 
locking depth transition 
zone than prescribed in 
the forward model.

The inversion recovers 
zero slip along most of  
the northern pathway and 
above the locking depth 
transition zone but 
struggles to resolve deep 
slip on the closely spaced 
faults in the west.
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Misfit
Strike-slip Rate (mm/yr)

Misfit = Forward slip - Inverse slip

Inverting only the σdev rate performs much better than inverting the normalized σdev rate. 
However, neither individual σdev rate inversion performs as well as the σ rate inversion. Inverting 
the σdev rate and u jointly shows relative fault acitivity and recovers the locking depth.
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Misfit = 2.1 mm/yr
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Elements along 
northern pathway

Stressing rate tensor (σ) inversions generally recover 
forward model slip better than u inversions. Elements 
near the forward model locking depth have largest 
misfit due to Laplacian smoothing in inverse model.

Surface velocity (u) inversions struggle to recover 
forward model deep slip as well as slip on elements 
near the prescribed locking depth. 

Misfit = 2.8 mm/yr
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We prescribe zero slip along the 
northern pathway. Red surface traces 
indicate inactive portions of  the 
northern pathway in all 3D slip rate 
distributions. 

Red points indicate the 44 locations 
where we sample the stressing rate 
tensor in the forward models.

We compare inverse model estimated 
slip to forward model prescribed slip 
for each mesh element. 
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For resolution testing, we use forward model 
generated surface velocities (u) and stressing 
rate tensors (σ) to invert for the 3D fault slip 
rate distribution.

We query forward 
model u at 53 regional 
GPS station coordinates 
and σ at 44 locations 
that have >39 focal 
mechanisms within 7.5 
km of  a central point. 
We invert the forward 
model generated u and 
σ first individually, then jointly. A weighted 
distance method estimates slip rate 
distribution on faults, which we compare to 
the slip prescribed within the forward models. 
Note: we allow slip to be estimated above the 
locking depth, even though forward model 
slip is only applied below the locking depth.

We use a forward BEM models to simulate 
interseismic deformation of  the southern SAf  
by applying steady state slip rates below a 
prescribed locking depth of  20 km. The 
steady-state slip rates are determined from a 
long-term model loaded with tectonic velocities 
at the model edges. We implement a slip 
transition zone such that elements with 
centroids within 2.5 km of  the locking depth 
are prescribed half  of  the applied steady-state 
slip rate.
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While inversions of  interseismic surface 
velocities often struggle to uniquely resolve 
slip rates on faults in closely spaced 
systems, such as the southern San Andreas 
fault (SAf), inverting local stress states 
inferred from microseismic focal 
mechanisms during the interseismic period 
may provide additional insight on 3D fault 
slip rate distribution. The inverse approach 
we present can constrain the interseismic 
deep slip rates that reveal the relative 
activity of  faults. Our inversions may be 
able to inform the activity of  the northern 
pathway in the San Gorgonio Pass region, 
which is still debated.
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Combining forward and inverse approaches to resolve interseismic deep slip and locking 
depths on closely spaced faults
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Methods

SAf forward model slip rate distribution

Inverting u & σ jointly improves inverse model performance Inversions using forward model normalized σdev rate

Individual inversion of GPS u

What σ information can we get from focal mechanisms?

For the seismologists out there

Inverting u & σ individually to recover forward model slip

From focal mechanisms to stress states

Having magnitudes associated with the stress tensors derived from focal 
mechanisms would greatly improve the inversions of  the stress states derived from 
focal mechanisms. We look forward to chatting with y’all about potential methods 
and thoughts you have on the topic.
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